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CHANGE OF MECHANISM OF 
THE HYDROGEN ELECTRODE REACTION 

WITH OVERPOTENTIAL 

IV. Surface Coverage Effect 

By 

M. ENYO*) 

(Received December 20, 1976) 

Abstract 

Analysis of the distribution of the reaction affinity among constituent steps of the 

hydrogen electrode reaction and the current 1'S. overpotential relation, reported previously, 

was extended taking the impeding effect of the surface coverage into consideration. The 

discharge-combination and the discharge-electrochemical desorption routes were treated 

assuming the LANGMUIR and FRUMKIN-TEMKIN adsorption isotherms for the reaction inter

mediate. The surface coverage term does not much influence the affinity distribution but 

the current vs. overpotential relations are significantly modified. Comparison with experi

ments on Ni and Rh suggests that the kinetically effective surface coverage of the hydro

gen intermediate would be much smaller than that observed electrochemically. 

1. Introduction 

Mechanistic investigation of the hydrogen electrode reaction (her) on 
Rh, Ni and several other metals by means of the deuterium tracer tech
nique1,2) has revealed that no single step generally determines the overall 
reaction rate. Thus, the reaction is under coupled control and different 
rate-determining step (rds) may be expected under sufficiently separated ex
perimental conditions, eg, the overpotential. Indeed, change of the mechanism 
has been experimentally demonstrated in the chlorine electrode reaction on 
platinum group metals; the change takes place in the over potential range 
of some 0.2 V.S) Such a possibility of mechanism change with the reaction 
condition was then analyzed4- n and the equations derived were applied to 
interpretation of the "hydrogen pressure equivalent to hydrogen overpoten
tial",6) or of the change with overpotential of the electrolytic deuterium 
separation factor on Pt, Ni, or Au cathodes.7) 

*) Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan 
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The analysis was, however, made, as a first approach, with the approxi
mation that the surface coverage with the reaction intermediate is sufficiently 
small as compared with the full coverage and/or has no significant effect 
upon the reaction kinetics.a- lO) Evidences which support this attitude are: 
(A) Some polarization behaviors on Pt cathode lO) suggest an insignificant 
impeding effect of hydrogen adsorbed on the electrode. (B) Experimental 
results2) by means of an isotope tracer technique could well be accounted for 
without involving the "free surface fraction term." Nevertheless, the analysis 
is of limited applicability, as criticized later. JI) It is thus intended in the 
present paper to investigate the surface coverage effect. The analysis will 
be made with the LANGMUIR and the FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherms for the 
reaction intermediate adsorption. 

2. Adsorption Isotherm 

If the hydrogen adatoms are only the significant species adsorbed m 
her, the activity aR may be expressed as,12-W 

( 1 ) 

where OR is the surface coverage and u (in units of RT) represents the m
teraction energy among hydrogen adatoms at full coverage. Equation (1) 
with appreciable (usually positive) magnitude of u corresponds to the FRUMKIN
TEMKIN semilog adsorption isotherm in a wide range of OR (except near 
the limiting values OR::: 0 or OR::: 1), or the one with u = 0 corresponds to 
the LANGMUIR isotherm. 

The activity, hence the surface coverage, of hydrogen adatoms is not 
a simple function of overpotential in the present case where the system is 

under coupled control; it is determined by the steady-state condition that 
the net rates of the constituent steps must balance with each other. 

3. Step Rates, Distribution of the Affinity, and the Overall Rate 

The forward uni-directional rate V+s of step s is expressed as,13,15) 

(2 ) 

where aI,s is the activity of the initial system of the step, f: is the activity 
coefficient of the activated complex and k+s is a constant. Further, we may 
write,lSl 

( 3 ) 

where 8*(0) is the probability that the adsorption site for the critical complex 
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is vacant and u* (in units of RT) is the interaction energy between the 
critical complex and surrounding chemical species. Accordingly, Is* may 
be taken constant if the surface coverage with the reaction intermediate 
is sufficiently low or else if it is appreciable but has insignificant effect upon 
Is*, hence upon the reaction rate. We will consider below the case in which 
this is not necssarily acceptable. 

Route A 

(a) Step rate 

Consider the discharge-combination route (Route A) of the her, 

(4 ) 

where (a) denotes an adsorbed state and B=H20 or OH-. We may write 
for the two·site activated complex for step 1, 

Iff( = (I-{}H)2 1> exp { - 2 Al U {}H} ( 5 ) 

where 1> is a function of {}H, usually not significantly deviating from unity,13J 
and AI ==u:J2u. Hence, using the approximation that 1>=1, we have 

and 

V -I = k_1 a~/fi = k_1 {}~ exp {2 (1- AI) u {}H} 

where direct dependence of It of step 1 upon the electrode potential IS as
sumed to be negligible. Defining 

W == {}H/{}H,eq, Z == (I-{}H)/(I-{}H,eq) and Q == exp {u ({}H -(}H,eq)} 
( 6 ) 

we may write 

and 

where 

v -v Z2 Q-2l, +1 - I,eq 

v -v W 2 Q2(I-l,J - V ?9 Q-2l, r2 -1 - 1,eq - 1,eq L- H 

VI,eq = k+l PH, (1- {}H,eq)2 exp { - 2 Al U {}H,eq} 

= k_1 {}~,eq exp {2 (1- At) U {}H,eq} 

and (cf (1)) 

rH == aH/aH,eq = (W/Z) Q. 

( 7 ) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

(10) 
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Similarly, assuming an analogous type of interaction effect upon Ii and de
noting Ui!U=),,2, we have 

and 

v -v ea+2f~ WQ(l-',) 
+2 - 2.eq 

- v Z Q-" r ea+2f~ - 2,eq H 

V -v ZQ-"ea+,j~e-f~ -2 - 2,eq 

(11) 

(12) 

where r;= -(fl.e-fl.e,eq)/F is the overpotential, fl.e is the (electro-)chemical 
potential of electron in the electrode, 1= F/ RT, (\'+2 denotes dependence of 
Ii, and hence of V+2, upon r;, and 

V2,eq = k+2 OH,eq exp {(1- ),,2) it OR,eq} 

= k_2 (1- OR,eq) exp { -),,2 U OH,eq} • (13) 

The free energy change Lig1 of step 1 at fixed hydrogen pressure IS 

given (cf eqs. (1) and (10)) by 

.. ' .. ' 

.. 

.. ' ... ~ .. ..... 

--'";.:,-

.' 

.' 

-10 -8 o 2 

- 8H,eq =0.0 1 
0.1 
0.9 

4 6 8 r; 10 

Fig. 1. Distribution of affinity to the constituent steps and dependence 
of rA upon overpotential (Overpotential is given in units of 2.303 
RT/F=59mV (25°C)) 

Route A, FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherm (u=5), IIlA.eq =10-2, 1, 
and 10-2 ; OH,eq = 10-2, 0.1, and 0.9. 
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8 -2 
-- H,eq=IO 
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...... 

: 

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 o 2 4 6 8 TJ 10 

Fig. 2. Distribution of affinity to the constituent steps and 
dependence or rA upon overpotential 

Route A, LANGMUIR isotherm (u =0), lnA,eq =102, 

1, and 10-2 ; On,eq =0 10-2, 0.1 and 0.9 . 

.dgl = 2f1.H - f1.H, = 2RT ln rH = 2RT ln WQ/ Z 

and that of step 2 with fixed solution composition, 

Llg2 = f1.H+B+f1.e-f1.H = -Fr;-RTln rH 

= -Fr;-RTln WQ/Z. 

(b) Distribution of the affinity among the constituent steps 

The overall net rate VA is given by the steady-state relation, 

VA = (V+l-V_I)/).Il= (V+2- V _2)/).I2 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

where ).II (= 1) and ).12 (= 2) are the stoichiometric number of step 1 and 2, 
respectively. Accordingly, we have 

V+2 _ l-exp{Llgj /RT} 
-2v+I - l-exp {Llg

2
/RT} . (17) 

Substitution of eqs. (7) and (11) into eq. (17) leads to 

mA,eq e"+'J, [1-exp {-~fl}-}] = ~ Q(1,-21,) [1-exp {-~~-}] (18) 
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Fig.3(e). 
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Fig. 3. Log current vs. overpotential relations (17 is 
given in units of 2.303RT/F=59mV (25°C) 

Route A, FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherm (u/2.303 = 5), 8H,eq =10-3-0.9. 
(a) mA,eq = 10-2, (b) mA,eq = 1, and (e) mA,eq =102 

where mA,eq==V2,eq/2vl,eq (=iO,2/iO,1 in terms of step exchange c. d's.). Defining 
mA == Llg1/ Llg2 and employing the relationO,6) 

l.il Llg1 +l.i2 Llg2 =.dG = -2F7J (19) 

where LlG is the overall free energy change, we obtain 

Referring to eqs. (14) and (20), eq. (18) is now rewritten as 

mA ea+"~ [1-exp {_ 2f7J }]. 
,eq mA+2 

= Z Q<A,-2l ,) [exp { mAf7J } _ exp {_ mAf7J }]. 
mA+2 mA+2 

FRUMKiN-TEMKiN isotherm 

(20) 

(21) 
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Fig. 4. Log current vs. overpotential relations 

Route A, LANGMUIR isotherm (u =0), OR,eq = -3-0.9. 
(a) 1/lA,eq =10-2, (b) 1/lA,eq =1, and (c) 1/lA,eq =107. 

Numerical values of mA and {JR at given r; are readily obtained by solving 
eqs. (14) and (21) simultaneously, provided that u, {JR,eq, a+2, mA,eq and ).'s 
are given. Calculations were carried out for the case u/2.303 = 5 (interaction 
energy =28.4 k]*), {JH,eq=10- 3.-O.9, mA,eq=10-2.-102, a+2=0.5, and tenta
tively,m ).1 =).2=0.5 (Fig. 1). It is seen that the mA vs. r; relation depends 
upon {In,eq but its general shape is analogous to the case where the surface 
coverage effect is neglected.5,6) (The case of the "negative TEMKIN" was 
also calculated with u/2.303 = -1 but it often shows improbable behaviors. 
These are not presented in this report.) 

LANCMUlR isotherm 

Results of the calculation with the same set of parameter values except 

*) This value was chosen in view of decrease of heat of adsorption ( -40 k}/mole) of 
hydrogen adatom with change of OR from zero to unity on Pt (and Rh) in aqueous 
solution,16) Incidentally, such a decrease in the absorption heat with OR seems to be 
at variance with the "negative TEMKIN" occasionally reported in the literature. 
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u=O are plotted in Fig. 2. 

( c) The net rate 

M. ENYO 

Substituting eqs. (7), (8), (11), and (12) into eq. (16), we obtain 

VA = Vl.eq Z2 Q-21, [1-r~] 

= (v2•eq/2) Z Q-l, ea+,f~ [rH-e-f~] 

l-rH e-h 
(22) 

The ratio, rA, of the two terms in the denominator of the rhs of eq. (22), 
which is equal to V+2/2 V_h is given, utilizing eqs. (8), (11), (14) and (20) and 
assuming a+2=1/2, by 

(23) 

This indicates that the rate of change of rA with r; is modified from that 
discussed previously6) by the factor Q(21

,-l,) / Z which is however usually not 
very far from unity except at OH.eq::::: 1. Accordingly, it is seen from Figs. 
1 and 2 that variation of rA with r; at large OH.eq is still fairly sharp. The 
mechanism change with reaction affinity (overpotential) is therefore readily 
anticipated}) The log current vs. overpotential relations are shown in Fig. 3 
for the FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherm case and in Fig. 4 for the LANGMUIR case. 

At sufficiently high anodic overpotentials, eq. (22) reduces to 

V -v Z2Q-21, A - l,eq (r; 'J> RT/ F) . (24) 

Under the present condition, we may write 2v+1 = V+2' both the reverse rates 
being negligible. Then, using eqs. (7) and (11), we have 

(25) 

Hence, eq. (24) yields 

(r; 'J> RT/ F) . (26) 

A similar relation for the LANGMUIR case was derived by ERENBURG18
) : 

In a limiting case of OH,eq::::: 1, eq. (26) suggests that step 2 is rate-determining 
in the anodic region. However, it can be seen that the condition W::::: 1 
is not readily satisfied. For example, in the LANGMUIR case (Q = 1) with 
mA.eq=l, a+2=1/2, and OH,eq=0.95 (or 0.99), we obtain from (25) that W= 
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0.918 (0.982), 0.634 (0.969), and 0.239 (0.904) for r;=59, 118, and 236 m V, 
respectively. Thus, eq. (26) or (24) instead indicates that the overall rate 
expression involves kinetic parameters of both step 1 and 2. If OH.eq is large, 
the experimental Tafel line is therefore significantly modified by the vana
tion of Z with r;. 

Similarly, at sufficiently high cathodic overpotentials, we have 

v - V2,eq ZQ-" -Cl-a+)h 
A-- 2 ·e 2 

(-r;'2>RT/F) . (27) 
= - V1,eq W2 Q2<l-,,) 

In this case, if OH,eq:::: 1, Wand Q are both close to unity. Therefore, VA 
may approach a limiting value, Vl,eq, as is also seen in the full analysis of 
the VA VS. r; relation (Fig. 3). This limit represents on the one hand the 
saturation value of the combination rate when OH approaches unity and on 
the other hand a sharp increase of -r; which is required to maintain a 
given current at step 2 with strongly diminished free surface area. Con
versely, if OH,eq ~ 1, the relation is fully given in terms of kinetic parameters 
of step 2. 

Route B 

(28) 

(a) Step rates 

Assuming one-site adsorption of the activated complex for these steps, 
we may write 

(29) 

The step rates at given solution composition are then written, with }.a=ut/ 

u and }.4=Ut/U, a~ 

and 

where 

V+s = Vs,eq Z Q-" e"+.f· (30) 

V_3 = VS,eq W QCl-'') e"+.f. e-f • = Va,eq Z Q-" rH e-Cl-a+,)f. (31) 

V+4 = V4,eq W Q(l-,,) ea+. h = V4,eq Z Q-" rH e"+.i· (32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

27 
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and with mB==LlY3/LlY4, 

rH == aH/aH.eq = (W/Z) Q = exp {-(mB-1)fr;/(mB+ I)} . (36) 

(b) Distribution of the affinity 

In the steady state the relation for the net rate, 

must be satisfied. We then obtain,5) 

where 

mB,eq QO,-l.) e(a+.-a+,)h [eh/(mB+ll _e-f~/(mB+ll] 

= emBf~/(mB+ll _e-mBh/(mB+ll 

Further, we have5) 

where 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

These relations allow us to evaluate distribution of the affinity to the con
stituent steps. In case ..13 = ..14, the distribution is not influenced by the sur
face coverage term (d. Fig. 3 in previous paper 5

)). 

(c) The net rate 

The net rate VB IS gIven as*) 

VB = V 3 •eq Z Q-" ea+,h [l-rH e-f~] 

= V4.eq Z Q-" ea +.h [rH - e-f~] 

-Z[1-e- 2h][ 1 + - v Q" ea+,f~ v Q 3,eq 4,eq 
(42) 

Referring to eqs. (31) and (32) we see that the ratio rB of the two terms 
In the denominator of the rhs of eq. (42) is equal to V+4/V_3: 

(43) 

This has a tendency to change rapidly with r; and rB» 1 at r;» RT/ F or 
rB~l at -r;»RT/F unless mB,eq is extremely separated from unity. Ac
cordingly, eq. (42) reduces at high anodic overpotentials to, 

V - Zv Q-l, ea+3f~ B - 3,eq (r;»RT/F) (44) 

*) Similar equations are reported elsewhere5,19) for the case Q=Z=1. 
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and at high cathodic over potentials to 

(-1),??RT/F) . (45) 

Substituting eqs. (30) -(35) and (41) into eq. (37), we obtain 

(46) 

If 8H ,eq ~ 1, we have Z::: 1 independent of 1), and we see from eqs. (44) and 
(45) that step 3 or 4 becomes rate-determining at large anodic or cathodic 
overpotentials, respectively. 

The situation, however, becomes more involved if 8H ,eq is of significant 
magnitude. If 8H ,eq is taken to be close to unity, eq. (46) reduces to 

-h+ I Z _ Q e mB,eq 
- l+m~,eq e-f~ 

(47) 

or from eq. (42) 

(48) 

Accordingly, at high anodic overpotentials, we have 

(49) 

and at high cathodic overpotentials 

V - -v Q<1- 1,) e-(1-a+,)h (8 -1 ~1 ""-RT'/F) (50) B- S,eq H,eq- ,mB,eq- ,-1)/7 • 

Comparison of eq. (44) with eq. (49) shows that the former is expressed 
in terms of Z and the reaction parameters of step 3 whereas the latter Q 
and those of step 4. The same argument applies to the comparison of eqs. 
(45) and (50). 

Results .of the calculation with 8H ,eq = 1O-s - 0.9, mB,eq = 10-2, 1, and 
102, iI'+s=iI'+4=0.5 and As=A4=O.5 are shown in Fig. 5 for the LANGMUIR and 
in Fig. 6 for the FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherm (u/2.303=5) case. The mB 

vs. 1) and rB VS. 1) relations are not shown as they are unchanged from those 
obtained previously after neglecting the surface coverage effect.5) Thus, dis
tribution of the affinity to the constituent steps is not influenced by the sur
face coverage term. However, even under high affinity values, the VB VS. 

1) relation generally involves kinetic parameters of both the steps and ac
cordingly position of the ralation is shifted with different values of 8H ,eq' 

29 
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Fig. 5 (a). 
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Fig. 5. Log current "t'S. overpotential relations 

Route B, LANGMUIR isotherm (u=O), I1H,eq =10-3-0.9. 
(a) 1/lB,eq =10-2, (b) /IlB,eq =1, and (c) nlB,eq =102. 

Comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 reveals that the VB vs. r; relations for 
the LANGMUIR and FRUMKIN-TEMKIN adsorption isotherms are analogous 
(no difference exists at mB,eq = 1.0, cf. Fig. 5 b). 

It is widely accepted that change of the (cathodic) TAFEL slope from 
39 m V at low overpotentials to 118 m V at high overpotentials is one of char
acteristics of the slow-HEYROVSKY mechanism. (This behaviour is generally 
reproduced in the present calculation as seen in Fig. 5 c and 6 b for the 
LANGMUIR and FRUMKIN-TEMKIN case, respectively.) As well known, the 
break of the Tafel line has often been explained in terms of OH approaching 
unity: It has been argued that the lower TAFEL slope is a result of doubled 
contributions of the over potential to the rate of the HEYROVSKY process, one 
through variation of OH with r; in a Nernstian sense (because of the rapid 
VOLMER prosess) and the other though a direct effect upon the rate of step 
4. With negative increase of r;, it has been claimed, the higher slope is 
reached because OH would eventually approach unity and hence the former 
term would become ineffective. 
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It should be noted that the present analysis does not support this view 
of OR being close to unity at the break. Table 1 shows rough values of 
-r; beyond which the TAFEL line attains 118 mV slope (read from Fig.5c 
and 6 b) and of OR calculated at each points. It is seen that in both the 
LANGMUIR and FRUMKIN-TEMKIN cases OR,break is not generally close to 
unity. 

The limiting value of OR at sufficiently high overpotentials is easily 
evaluated. At, eg, r;~- 00, we see from eq. (40) mB,_oo---)-l. Under the 
same condition, V_3 must be equal to V_4 or from eqs. (31), (33) and (36), 
assuming As=A4 and If+s=lfH' we have 

(51) 

In the LANGMUIR case where u=O, therefore, we find 

(52) 
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Fig. 6. Log current vs. overpotential relations 

Route E, FRUMKIN-TEMKIN isotherm (11/2.303 =5), OU,eq = 10-3-0.9. 
(a) IIlB,eq = 10-2 and (b) /IlB,eq = 102• 

Curves for 7ilB,eq = 1 are the same as those shown in Fig. 5 b. 

TABLE 1. Approximate cathodic overpotential value, -Y,'break, beyond 
which the TAFEL line attains 118 m V slope and the cor
responding surface coverage at the break, On,break (l'j is 
given in units of 2.303 RT/F=::.59 mY) 

10-3 10-2 0.1 0.5 0.9 
~~~~~-,--~~~~---,-~~~~_L ___ _ 

(a) LANGMUIR case, 7ilB,eq =102 

-1)break 

On,breaK 

3 

0.008 

2.5 

0.43 

1.5 

0.73 

(b) FRUMKIN-TEMKIN case, 1/IB,eq = 102 and 11/2.303 = 5 

-1)break 

OR,break 

3 

0.005 

2.5 

0.14 

2.5 

0.34 

1 

0.90 

2.5 

0.77 

0.5 

0.96 

1.5 

0.98 
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For example, if OH,eq=10- 2 and mB,eq=102
, then OH,_oo::::O.5. Further,OH,_oo 

must be still smaller than this figure in the FRUMKIN-TEMKIN case with posi
tive u; thus OH,_oo=O.157 in case OH,eq=10- 2

, mB,eq=102 and u/2.303=5. 

In these cases, therefore, OH can never attain the value of unity. Yet, because 
of the steady state requirement that OH attains a limiting value at overpo
tentials beyond a certain limit, the Tafel slope reaches the value of 118 m V. 

Discussion 

Common to Route A and B, the expression for the overall rate under 
high affinity condition is solely given in terms of kinetic parameters of the 
step which is located at the up-stream of the reaction, provided that (}H is 
sufficiently small as compared with unity. We may then call the step rate
determining. However, if OH is of significant magnitude, the expression 
involves kinetic parameters of the down-stream step as well. Particularly, 
in Route B, if (}H,eq is very close to unity and if the LANGMUIR isotherm is 
applicable, the expression may involve the kinetic parameters of the down 
stream step alone. 

It has been shown that such behaviors are due to contributions from 
the "free surface fraction term," Z=(1-(}H)/(1-0n,eq): Although the up
stream step is now irreversible, Z, and hence the resultant rate, of the re
action in the steady-state depends upon the rates of both the constituent 
steps. In fact, in case (}H,eq:::: 1, Z receives greater influences from kinetic 
parameters of the down-stream step, as already discussed by ERENBURGy,20) 
The question of which step under what criteria should be called rate-deter
mining may become to some extent a matter of convention. For example, 
we may define the rds as such a step that variation of exchange rate of 
the step in question will result in the variation by practically the same ex
tent of the overall reaction rate. If this criterion should be accepted, the 
down-stream as well as the up·stream step may play the rate-determining 
role depending upon the value of OH,eq. 

In spite of this seemingly reasonable way of definition of the rds, it 
does not appear to be completely satisfactory. Consider the electrolytic hy
drogen isotope separation factor, eg, in Route A. It may be a common un
derstanding that the separation factor experimentally observed represents 
that of the rds. If two steps in Route A are both irreversible, eg, in the 
anodic region, we have 2V+I=V+2~V_I' V_ 2• Then, the anodic separation 
factor is determined solely by that of step 1 and there should be no signifi
cant influence of that of step 2 because, V_I being negligible, the isotopes 
that have passed through step 1 must eventually go to the final products. 
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The separation factor in the anodic direction of step 2 will only exhibit 
such an influence that isotopic composition of H (a) is automatically adjusted 
so that the numbers of isotopes passed through step 1 per unit time become 
equal to those through step 2. 

Quantitatively, the separation factor S+ of the overall anodic reaction, 
eg, for protium/deuterium may be expressed as7

,22) 

S - S!±2/L l±C(I-I) 
+ - +1 l+r(H) 

r(H) = v+2(H)/2v_1(H) 

(53) 

(54) 

where S+l etc. represent separation factor in V+l etc. and V+2 (H) etc. repre
sent the partial step rate of V+2 for H alone, etc. It can be shown that 
r(H)==v+2(H)/2v_l(H)~1 at high anodic overpotentials/l or we may expect 
S+ =S+,-, It seems therefore more appropriate to say that step 1 is now 
rate-determining, although there may be a case in which the rate equation 
experiences stronger effects of step 2. 

Comparison of the current-overpotential relations calculated above with 
those experimentally reported is of interest. Among various rate VS. over
potential relations depicted above, those obtained with Route A on the basis 
of the FRUMKIN -TEMKIN isotherm with relatively low OH,eq value generally 
well simulate observed behaviors of Ni,2,21l Rh,2l etc.. Others with high 

OH,eq (>0.5), with negative u, or those obtained on the basis of the LANGMUIR 
isotherm (except the cases of very low (}H,eq) and all of the Route B case 
are not in accordance with the general shape observed in experiments. It 
is therefore unlikely from experimental point of view that in those cases the 
(l-(}H) term has a decisive influence upon the reaction kinetics. 

Thus, experimental current vs. over potential relation on these metals 
reported in the literature could reasonably be simulated on the basis of Route 
A with low (}H,eq values in terms of either FRUMKIN-TEMKIN or LANGMUIR 
adsorption model. On the other hand, it is true that, eg, on Rh and Pt, 
potential sweep experiments revealed that (}H,eq should be close to unity in 
the potential range concerned.23

) This might indicate9,lOl that surface coverage 
with hydrogen adatoms, at least that detected by means of an electrochemical 
technique, does not significantly impede the her. 
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